INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
PROCEDURE (IFP) CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
APPENDIX OVERVIEW
This report has been prepared to summarize the findings of the Instrument Flight Procedure Assessment
at the Rogue Valley International-Medford Airport (MFR). The intent of the document is to provide significant
insight into the factors affecting the capability of aircraft operators and air traffic to safely, and efficiently,
utilize MFR for commercial, business jet, and general aviation aircraft operations.
The primary goal of the assessment is to uncover potential enhancements to runway lighting, approach
lighting, NAVAIDs, and obstructions that would benefit instrument approach minimums for both Runway 14
and 32.
The instrument approach capability assessment is broken into several complimentary sections as follows:
Airspace Assessment
Runway and NAVAID Assessment
Geospatial Deconfliction Assessment
Historical Weather Data Assessment
Aircraft Operator Assessment
Baseline Procedure Assessment
New Approach Procedure Concepts
MFR Management and its engineering support teams can use the information in this report to ensure that
future enhancements to airfield infrastructure are considered to match any future electrical, runway design,
or obstruction removal recommendations from this analysis.
In addition to the primary goal of uncovering potential improvements that could be made in and around
MFR, a secondary goal of this analysis is to determine if improvements to the existing instrument
approaches can be made. These improvements will consider existing and future enhancements to the
aeronautical and geospatial information, along with potential changes to the approach vertical and lateral
paths that can be accommodated.
Any flight procedure design improvements recommended through the course of this assessment will
consider general traffic patterns and preferences to avoid overflight of the communities surrounding MFR
as directed by the MFR Airport representatives. This report does not constitute any detailed analysis
performed on the subject of noise abatement and does not represent an environmental assessment.
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Any approach designs recommended in this assessment are considered to represent a preliminary design
made in compliance with FAA TERPS and PBN criteria. For any new or modified instrument approach
procedures recommended by this report to come into effect, a formal instrument procedure development
process will need to be undertaken, including a full environmental assessment and community outreach.

AIRSPACE ASSESSMENT
PURPOSE
An airspace assessment is intended to describe the general arrangement of controlled and uncontrolled
areas surrounding MFR to identify any limitations, air traffic restrictions, or restricted areas which must be
considered by current or future instrument approach procedures. While a formal airspace assessment was
not in the scope of this project, it was still important to identify some of the protections and controls which
must be considered in the airspace surrounding Medford.

AIRSPACE AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
MFR is located in Class D airspace depicted in Figure 1 below. Aircraft operations at MFR are handled by
Medford Ground and Tower Control between the hours of 0600-2100 local and pilots are to use the
Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF) when the tower is closed. Approach and Departure control is
provided by Cascade Approach during the same hours of operation and pilots are to contact Seattle Center
when Cascade Approach is closed.
Figure C-1:

Class D & E Airspace Surrounding Medford, OR
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Several special use airspaces exist in the vicinity of MFR
the coast to the west, as well as, to the east and south. Multiple Wilderness and Wildlife Areas are located
nearby with restrictions to low level flight. Additionally, smaller local and private airports, some served by
instrument approach procedures (Grants Pass - KGCD & Ashland - KASH
operational area. Lastly, sky diving/parachute and ultralight (both glider and hang glider) activities occur to
the north and south of MFR.
While the mountainous terrain surrounding MFR provides a scenic backdrop to the area, the terrain
necessitates additional planning considerations for arriving and departing aircraft. Any updates to existing
approaches, or the development of new approach procedures, will not only need to account for the
surrounding terrain but the varied airspace and user groups described above.

RUNWAY AND NAVAID ASSESSMENT
PURPOSE
The physical runway dimensions, lighting, and NAVAIDs are essential components to be considered when
establishing instrument approach procedure capabilities at an airport. The Runway and NAVAID
assessment are intended to identify the aeronautical assets which are currently available to support the
existing instrument approach and aircraft operations. This assessment also seeks to suggest additional
improvements to the runway, NAVAIDs, or lighting which could support enhanced instrument approach
development.

RUNWAYS
MFR currently has one runway oriented in a southeast/northwest direction. Runway 14/32 supports air
carrier, charter, corporate, and general aviation aircraft with over 43,000 flight operations and more than a
million passenger transits annually. Additionally, the US Forrest service operates the Medford Airtanker
Base (MATB) supporting extensive airborne firefighting activities in Oregon and Northern California.
Building off of improvements to the ramp and runway made in 2014 as a joint effort between MFR and the
US Forrest Service, the MATB is now able to accommodate all types of airtankers with the inclusion of the
portable Very Large Airtanker (VLAT) base. Together the MATB and VLAT bases can serve Next Gen as
well as Modular Aerial Firefighting Systems (MAFFS) to deliver more than 500,000 gallons of fire retardant
in a single fire season.

Runway 14/32 Physical Characteristics
Runway 14/32 is an 8,800-foot x 150-foot grooved asphalt runway with precision instrument markings
(Runway 14 only). The runway is oriented with a magnetic bearing of 143°/323° from which the current
runway designations are derived.
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Table C-1:
Runway
Ident
14
32

14/32 Physical Characteristics and Declared Distances
Physical
Length*
8,800
8,800

Width*

Slope*

TODA*

TORA*

ASDA*

LDA*

150
150

0.4%
-0.4%

8,800
8,800

8,800
8,800

8,800
8,800

8,800
8,800

BR
Elev*
1,294
1,335

L/O
Elev*
1,335
1,294

Grooved
Grooved
Grooved

*Measurements shown in feet

The runway intersection table defines the useable runway length available for aircraft that utilize an
intersection for departure or landing purposes.
Table C-2:

14/32 Intersection Runway Characteristics*

Intersection ID
A2
A3
A4
A5

RWY TORA (feet)
32 7,490
32 5,020
14 5,040
14 6,740

RWY ASDA (feet)
32 7,490
32 5,020
14 5,040
14 6,740

RWY LDA (feet)
14 7,490
14 5,020
32 5,040
32 6,740

*Measured using satellite imagery following ICAO best practices. Values published in this table may differ from ATCT provided values.

Runway 14/32 Instrument Procedure Characteristics
Runway 14/32 is currently equipped with several lighting, visual guidance, and weather reporting systems
necessary to sustain operations under nighttime and IMC conditions. Runway 14 currently has high intensity
runway edge lights (HIRL), centerline lights (CL), Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System with Runway
alignment indicator lights (MALSR), and Touchdown Zone lighting (TDZ).
runway end identifier lights (REIL). Runway lighting must be activated by the pilot on the CTAF frequency
during periods when the Medford Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) is closed.
Both Runway 14 and 32 have a Visual Glide Slope Indicator installation (VGSI). Each uses a Precision
The PAPI for
Runway 32 does not provide obstacle obstruction clearance beyond 6.5 nautical miles (due to terrain) and

While the tower is in operation, weather information is broadcast via the Automatic Terminal Information
Service (ATIS) after which, the Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS) continually broadcasts
weather information. Runway 14 is equipped with a Runway Visual Range (RVR) sensor located in its
touchdown zone. TDZ Sensors do not exist for Runway 32 due to the lack of precision approaches serving
this runway. In addition, MFR ATCT is operational between the hours of 0600 2100. While MFR and the
runway remain open outside of ATCT operational hours, monitoring of lighting and NAVAIDs cannot take
place while the tower is closed.
Table C-3:

Runway 14/32 Instrument Procedure Characteristics

Runway
Ident

True
Alignment

Magnetic
Alignment

Marking

14

158º

143º

PIR

32

338º

323º

NPA

Lighting
HIRL, CL,
TDZ, RVR
HIRL, CL,
REILS
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Approach
Lighting

VGSI (Type/Angle
/Side)

TCH
(feet)

TDZE
(feet)

MALSR

PAPI/3.0/Left

73

1,303.1

N/A

PAPI/3.0/Right

50

1,335

Runway 14/32 Instrument Procedure Capabilities
Runway 14/32 is currently capable of supporting instrument approach procedures with vertical guidance
with visibility of 1/2 mile or more. Based on physical design, lighting, and weather sensors, Runway 14
supports ILS CAT I approaches with minimums as low as 200 feet with an RVR of 1,800 feet.
As will be discussed further in Section 8, with the availability of high intensity runway edge lights, touchdown
RVRs, and a MALSR leading up to the Runway 14 end, ILS Special Authorization (SA) CAT I approaches
can also be supported without further change to the physical runway, lighting, or weather sensors. These
approaches could enable crew served aircraft operations (two or more pilots) down to a decision height
(DH) of 150 feet with an RVR as low as 1,400 feet when the ATCT is in operation.

Runway 14/32 Improvements for Enhanced Instrument Procedure Capabilities
As will be discussed in greater detail later in this document, in order to achieve lower approach minimums
for Runway 14 below the current CAT I standard (or potential SA CAT I) minimums, significant infrastructure
upgrades would need to be accomplished by MFR in order to enhance the current ILS to a standard CAT
II installation. These improvements would include upgrading the ILS to level II/D/2 status, changing the
MALSR to an Approach Lighting System with Sequenced Flashing Lights (ALSF-2), additional RVR sensors
(to achieve minimums below 1,600 feet), redundant power supplies, transmitters, and additional monitoring
equipment. These improvements would allow DH as low as 100 feet and visibility minimums as low as
RVR 1,200.
An alternative to the significant upgrades required by a standard CAT II ILS would be a Special
Authorization (SA) CAT II. For operators equipped with Autoland or a Heads-Up Display (HUD), minimums
as low as 100 feet DH and 1,
In order to achieve
these minimums, the ILS would need to be upgraded to achieve II/D/2 status and midfield and rollout RVR
sensors would need to be added to Runway 14.

NAVAIDS
Runway 14/32 is supported by four on-field and one off-field NAVAIDs. These are detailed in the next
sections.

On-Field NAVAIDs
Runway 14 has a localizer (LOC) and glideslope (GS) which constitute the current ILS. Additionally, there
is Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) associated with this ILS installation. The localizer portion of the
ILS and the associated DME also provide lateral guidance and distance information for the LOC DME
(BACK CRS) B circling approach aligned with Runway 32. The Medford Non-Directional Beacon (NDB)
is also located near the field; however, at this time it is not being used as a part of any published instrument
approach procedure.
procedures (SID), the BRUTE 7 and GNATS 7. It is worth noting that currently MFR does not support any
s where possible
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The ILS on Runway 14 is currently certified to a system performance specification of I/A. This means that
the combined operational reliability and system redundancy for both the LOC and the GS is only sufficient
for category I ILS approach operations.
Table C-4:
Identifier

On-Field NAVAIDs
Type

Magnetic
Course

Restrictions

Localizer,
Glideslope, DME

143º

LOC: BACK Unusable beyond 11 NM below
7,
beyond 13 NM below 8,
beyond
17 NM below 8,
beyond 20° Left of
Course
Unusable 190°-200° beyond 10 NM

Supports

Components

ILS OR LOC
RWY 14

I-MFR

ILS

MEF

NDB

BRUTE 7,
GNATS 7

NDB

N/A

MFR

VOT

TEST

VOT

341.6 º

VHF Omnirange Test (VOT) Unusable on
TWY A-6; hangar area West of TWY A-6 &
TWY A northwest of TWY C

Off-Field NAVAIDs
There is one pertinent NAVAID located outside the airport area that has relevance to the instrument
approach procedures at MFR. The Rogue Valley (OED) VORTAC is located 6.6 miles northwest of MFR
and is a combination of a Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range beacon (VOR) and a Tactical Air
Navigation System (TACAN). Together these components provide directional guidance and distance
measuring (DME) information.
The OED VORTAC is designed as a high altitude/high volume NAVAID meaning that it is intended to be
used over the largest possible serviceable airspace that is not otherwise constrained by signal interference
or terrain line of site. Because of surrounding terrain issues, the VOR is unusable 260°-270° beyond 35
nautical miles below 9,000 feet and 290°-300° beyond 35 nautical miles below 8,500 feet. Both the VOR
and TACAN have a slaved magnetic variation of 19°E.
The OED VORTAC is important to the instrument approach procedures at Medford in that it serves as the
primary NAVAID for two circling approaches (VOR-A and VOR DME-C) and one straight in approach (VOR
DME RWY 14). Additionally, the OED VOR is used as the holding point for the missed approach procedure
he retention list

Table C-5:
Identifier

OED

Off-Field NAVAIDs
Type

VORTAC

Supports

Components

Variation

All
Conventional
NAVAID

VOR,
TACAN

19°E
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Restrictions
TACAN: Unusable 245° - 350° beyond 30
NM below 10,000'
VOR: Unusable 260° - 270° beyond 35 NM
below 9,000'
VOR: Unusable 290° - 300° beyond 35 NM
below 8,500'

NAVAID Improvements for Enhanced Instrument Approach Capabilities
Enhancements to any of the on-field or off-field NAVAIDs will be related to the specific types of conventional
navigational procedure improvements that can be targeted.
As will be discussed in Sections 7 & 8, for enhancements to the existing ILS CAT I approach to Runway
14, improving the performance of the ILS from its present I/A status to a II/D/2 status will be required to
utilize either ILS CAT II or SA CAT II minimums. This enhancement will require changes in monitoring and
redundancy that could require the ATCT to remain open during periods when the CAT II approach would
need to be utilized.
There are no anticipated improvements to off-field NAVAIDs currently considered in the scope of this
assessment. However, any potential outages of the OED VORTAC should be carefully monitored to avoid
impacts to conventional navigation approaches to both runways.

GEOSPATIAL DECONFLICTION
PURPOSE
The purpose of geospatial deconfliction is to collect, review, compare and create the most accurate
aeronautical and geospatial picture of MFR and airspace that will be used for assessing instrument
approach procedure enhancements. This requires a collection of all published, as well as 3rd party sources
provided by various stakeholders, who routinely work with instrument approaches at MFR. The act of
deconfliction is central to this portion of the assessment as many public datasets frequently contain
conflicting definitions about their size, position, currency and accuracy. Out of date, or inaccurate
information used in an instrument procedure design can lead to unsafe flight operations, but it can also lead
to non-optimal approach and airport design considerations. Therefore, the goal of the assessment is to
existing data deficiencies that MFR can improve to enhance future instrument approach procedure
capabilities.

DATA SOURCES
A thorough review of all published FAA and 3rd party sources was performed as a part of the geospatial
deconfliction. They included the following sources:
FAA NFDC
FAA eNASR
FAA AIRNAV
FAA AVNIS
FAA TPSS
FAA CIFP
FAA Airport Diagram
Jeppesen Aeronautical Charting (10-3, 10-9, 11-1, 12-1)
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FAA AGIS is not a public source of information, but coordination was performed with the project surveyor
to obtain the latest obstacle data that will be submitted to AGIS.
No conflicts were noted in MFR/runway geospatial deconfliction analysis.

NAVAIDS
A thorough review of the on-field and off-field NAVAIDs was performed. No discrepancies were noted during
the navaid review or evaluation of new approach concepts. While there are no immediate corrections to
either database necessary to ensure safety of the existing approaches, any updates to either equipment
will need to ensure that remarks and restrictions are carefully coordinated between both databases.

WAYPOINTS
All current waypoints associated with the existing instrument approach procedures, arrival procedures, and
departure procedures were collected from CIFP data in December 2019 and verified against possible NFDD
updates. No discrepancies were detected.

MAGNETIC VARIATION
Magnetic variations used for MFR, flight procedures, and onboard navigation databases do not currently
align. The magnetic variations from checked sources are as follows:
FAA Airport Diagram: 14.9 E based on 2015 Epoch
FAA Instrument Approach Procedure 8260 Forms: 16 E based on 2010 Epoch
FAA NFDC: 16 E based on 2010 Epoch
World Magnetic Model (WMM) January 2020:

E

It is common for different FAA databases to record different magnetic variations for different applications.
It is also extremely common for NAVAIDs to be slaved to variations that vary greatly from local magnetic
variations, so long as approach-based NAVAIDs remain with 5 degrees of the WMM value. Because none
of the existing approach NAVAIDs are slaved to a variation in excess of 2 degrees away from the WMM
value, and the current trend for the magnetic variation is to continue shifting to the west at a rate of 0.1
degrees per year, it is not anticipated that changes/updates to the existing instrument procedures would be
necessary if the magnetic variation rate were to continue. However, if MFR were able to update or enhance
the existing MFR localizers, it may be advantageous to consider an adjustment of the magnetic course to
match the 2020 Epoch.

TERRAIN
Three sources of terrain commonly considered for instrument approach procedure assessments were used
during the evaluation: USGS NED 30 meter, USGS NED 10 meter and USGS 3DEP 10 meter. No
significant discrepancies were detected between any of the datasets which were not otherwise accounted
for in the error tolerances or resolution of the dataset.
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OBSTACLES
A review of public and military obstacle source information was performed as a part of the geospatial
deconfliction. This included a review of the following sources:
FAA/NGS Part 77 Survey for runway14 (PIR) /32 (BV) performed in October 2004.
Vertically Guided Approach Survey (VGA) Dated Nov 2019 (obtained from GeoTerra)
FAA Digital Obstacle File (DOF)
FAA OE/AAA
FAA IFR Take-off Minimums - Low Close-In Obstacles
Figure C-2:

2019 Obstacle Point Cloud Data (blue triangles represent surveyed obstacles

Current Survey Availability
The most recent survey performed by GeoTerra was made available prior to being published on AGIS or
the Third-Party Survey System (TPSS). However, the current FAA instrument procedure designs are not
based on the newest survey, and this data is not yet available to air carrier operators.
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Until the new survey data is published in the TPSS, this could result in inaccurate obstacle information
being used in special departure procedure planning. The impacts to operators include departing with
excessive weight due to newly constructed obstacles not accounted for in the former 2004 NGS survey.
There is also a possibility the previously limiting obstacles have been removed that are still being used by
operators for take-off weight planning today.

Discrepancies in 2019 survey data
Two minor discrepancies were noted when reviewing the advance 2019 AGIS survey. Obstacle Accuracy
information was missing in the shapefile metadata. This allows end users to properly configure the accuracy
cylinder around the obstacle. Lighting code values were also missing which can help with Low Close-In
Obstacles (LCIO) in the visual areas of the arrival and departure paths during night operations.

DOF Survey Accuracy
survey accuracy codes assigned to them. Some of these obstacles became the controlling obstacles for
various procedures as a result. Several 4D accuracy codes were being used for missed approach
obstacles. If a similar obstacle was noted as part of the 2019 AGIS survey, the DOF obstacle accuracy was
modified to reflect the lower accuracy and/or top elevation.
Figure C-3:

Standard FAA Obstacle Accuracy Codes

AGIS Differences
A new 2019 AGIS survey was commissioned as part of the MFR Master Plan Update (MPU). At the time
of this report, the new survey data had not been incorporated into the active AGIS obstacle dataset. As a
result of this pending obstacle status, the 2004 survey data differs drastically from the 2019 survey due to
urban expansion, increasing tree heights, and new man-made structures.

SURVEY AREA MODIFICATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The standard obstacle survey area does not always account for challenging airport environments. Nearby
terrain, new construction, excessive obstacle accuracies, and curving flight paths can necessitate the need
for an expanded survey. The current end point for a standard Vertically Guided Survey (VGS) area is 20,200
feet from the runway threshold. At Medford, currently, obstacles with adversely limiting factors exist beyond
68,000 feet from the runway. This includes the Table Rock bluffs and areas to the south of MFR.
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The approach areas were reviewed in order to determine where the survey areas as defined in AC
150/5300-18B could be extended.
Figure C-4:

Obstacle Accountability Surface Extensions (depicted in yellow)

It is recommended that a consultation with an Instrument Procedure Designer (FAA or third party) should
be performed to identify a need for an expanded survey area depending on the approach and departure
paths. This includes identifying the controlling obstacles for the current and planned approach and then
determining if the new approach deviates from the existing survey area and if conflicts exists. For existing
approaches that contain limitations due to excessive accuracies codes, a new survey can also help mitigate
the effects to the procedure, especially if removal cannot be performed. Obstacle accuracy is critical for
ensuring the lowest approach minimums for instrument approach procedures. Without taking these steps,
calculations for worst case obstacles conditions could be taken by the FAA further raising approach
minimums.
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It is also important to carefully review all OE/AAA requests that are within the area of an existing or planned
instrument approach to determine the long-term effect to the minimums. Even though a case can be
or departure procedure depending on the obstacle height and placement. A third-party procedure design
company capable of building conventional and RNAV approaches could provide this service.

HISTORICAL WEATHER ASSESSMENT
PURPOSE
A historical weather data assessment was conducted to determine the likely combinations of ambient
conditions that will affect runway availability, instrument procedure requirements, NAVAIDs, and lighting
requirements. Information from this assessment establishes the capability and preference for a certain
runway to be in use at MFR for a given month and hour within each month. Detailed results from this
assessment also describe the overall effectiveness of existing, and proposed, instrument procedure
minimums on a specific runway and on MFR in general.

DATA SOURCES
Environmental data were derived from National Climactic Data Center (NCDC) International Surface Hourly
observations taken from the primary ASOS located on MFR. The range of data collection was from January
1st, 2010 to December 31st, 2019.
All hourly (FM-15) and off hour (FM-16) automated observations were considered as data points to be
utilized in the historical weather data analysis. The weather conditions described in an observation were
considered to exist in a steady state for the time duration of the observation. All observations, therefore,
received a time weighted score which enabled them to be summarized into a monthly/hourly series of
results over the more than ten-year time period.
The data points were translated from their original format into standard values used for flight planning and
operational completion factor analysis. This included translations for daylight savings time, wind speed
(from miles per hour to knots), and wind direction (from reported direction to components relative to the
runway under analysis).
Any observation which did not result in all the required data elements being reported was removed from
statistical/time weighted consideration. This means that for a specific hour/month combination, fewer data
points might have been available for consideration during periods where a component of the ASOS was
unserviceable or where the hourly report coincided with a periodic reset of the equipment. The reduced
number of observations will also have the potential to increase the time weighted effect of specific data
points preceding the observation which was removed. At this time, fewer than 0.01percent of observations
were removed from consideration. Therefore, no additional statistical analysis was performed to overcome
the data point omissions.
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RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR) ASSESSMENT
Since the purpose of the report is to explore possible improvements to the instrument approach procedures
and on field navigation equipment to support flight operations in low visibility, the first step in the weather
analysis was to identify a baseline of when low visibility conditions occur at MFR. Initial airport outreach
indicated that considerable fog settles in the Rogue Valley in the winter and spring months causing
significant impact to aircraft operations.
At MFR, two sensors existed for measuring low visibility conditions. This included the ASOS weather station
visibility sensor and the Runway Visual Range (RVR) sensor. The RVR sensor is more accurate as
compared to the ASOS sensor and therefore is required to support precision landing and takeoff operations
at airports. The system measures visibility, background luminance, and runway light intensity to determine
the distance a pilot should be able to see down the runway. RVRs are needed to support increased landing
capacity at existing airports, and new airport construction. Each RVR system consists of the following
functional elements: Visibility Sensor, Ambient Light Sensor, Runway Light Intensity Monitor, Data
Processing Unit and Controller Display(s).
RVR is a critical component in determining what the ILS minimums will be for each landing Category. The
lowest authorized ILS minimums, with all required ground and airborne systems components operative,
are:
a) Category I: Decision Height (DH) 200 feet and Runway Visual Range (RVR) 2,400 feet (with
touchdown zone and centerline lighting, RVR 1,800 feet);
b) Category II: DH 100 feet and RVR 1,200 feet;
c) Category IIIa: No DH or DH below 100 feet and RVR not less than 700 feet;
d) Category IIIb: No DH or DH below 50 feet and RVR less than 700 feet but not less than 150 feet;
e) Category IIIc: No DH and no RVR limitation. Also, the RVR visibility readings assist Airport Traffic
Control when issuing control instructions to avoid interfering operations within ILS critical areas at
controlled airports.

RVR ASSESSMENT RESULTS
Table 6 depicts the total amount of occurrences over a ten-year period that RVR conditions between 02,400 RVR occurred. The data is arranged by month and hour to highlight the areas of the day when aircraft
operations would be most likely to be impacted.
Table 7 depicts the average time duration (in minutes) by Month and Hour that RVR conditions below 2,400
(1/2 SM) exist.
Table 8 Depicts the total amount of occurrences over a ten-year period that RVR conditions were between
1,200-1,799. This would be the period in which CAT II ILS conditions would be supported. The data is
arranged by month and hour to highlight the areas of the day when aircraft operations would be most likely
to be impacted.
Table 9 depicts the average time duration by Month and Hour that RVR conditions are between 1,200 and
1,799.
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Table C-6: RVR Conditions below RVR 2,400 (1/2 SM Visibility) & Winds Favoring Landing RWY 14

Table C-7:

Average duration in minutes that RVR conditions below 2,400 existed
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Table C-8:

Occurrences where RVR conditions below 1,200-1,799 existed

Table C-9:

Average duration in minutes that RVR conditions below 1,800 existed
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Conclusions
Per the historical weather data assessment, the most suitable approach for operating during these weather
events is the MFR ILS RWY 14. However, as indicated by the assessment, over 50 percent of the low
visibility conditions occur between 1,200-1,799 RVR which are below the current RVR limit of 1,800 feet.
The potential improvement of ILS minimums on the Runway 14 ILS will make a substantial improvement in
the overall access to MFR across all observations and aircraft operator types.
Based on historical weather data conditions and weather observations, improvements to airport access are
best obtained by attempting to improve minimums on the existing ILS CAT I approach procedure with
significant gains achieved through the creation of an ILS CAT II approach on Runway 14.
While improvements in minimums to existing approaches on Runway 32 did not appear to have as
significant effect on overall access to MFR, making enhancements to approach procedures that could mimic
the minimums achieved by the ILS RWY 14 would have the highest potential impact specific to Runway 32.
Additionally, modest improvements in the existing LOC approach to Runway 32 (lowering ceilings by 200
feet or more), may also improve access to MFR for those operators which cannot utilize RNP-AR, or who
may be unable to fly the RNAV (GPS) LPV Hybrid Procedure.

OPERATOR ASSESSMENT
PURPOSE
The operator assessment seeks to determine the current operational capabilities of pilots and aircraft
utilizing the MFR existing and future approaches. The analysis summarizes which kinds of instrument
approaches can be supported by installed technology on the aircraft, the approach types which are currently
being trained, and aspects of sophisticated approaches which can either be accepted into an aircraft
This analysis typically highlights any significant technical limitations (i.e. lack of RNP or LPV capable
regional carriers) that must be considered for instrument approach enhancements and can be used to
compliment information contained in the Historical Weather Data Assessment regarding hours of operation
and ideal approach availability.

BASELINE CAPABILITIES
The baseline capability should represent a selection of aircraft, routes, operating rules and runway/obstacle
configurations that are both common to the current airport but which can also be calculated/analyzed to a
high enough fidelity that represents the changes which aircraft operators will have to make should they be
presented with the same design options.
Detailed information on aircraft schedules, routes and operations was provided by the MPWG in preparation
for the Master Plan Update. Aircraft performance computations and payload range impacts were calculated
based on a combination of aircraft performance calculation methods available.
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Current
Operations at MFR follow the typical pattern of destinations of interest located in the Western Time Zone.
Most air traffic is scheduled to bring passengers to Medford from other hub airports and return them back
to hubs with a few exceptions into larger markets that are of significance to MFR.
MFR is served by Part 121 Air Carriers (Alaska, American, United, Delta & Allegiant Air), operating Canadair
and Embraer Regional Jets, Bombardier QThe FAA
utilizes Airport Reference Code (ARC), which is designed to relate airport design criteria to the operational
and physical characteristics of the airplane types that will operate there.
that typically represents the most demanding aircraft that conducts at least 500 annual operations at MFR.
For MFR this critical design aircraft currently is the Boeing 737 with an ARC of D-III.
In addition to scheduled Part 121 Air Carrier service, MFR is a highly active civil aviation airport with
numerous on-demand Part 135 charter, cargo, and Part 91 aircraft operations daily.
The ability to safely and efficiently plan operations to the MFR during periods of inclement weather is
imperative for commercial operators.
Table C-10: Runway 14/32 Performance and Supplemental Runway Characteristics
Runway
Ident

FAR 77

PCN*

Single Wheel
(pounds)*

Double Wheel
(pounds)*

Double Tandem
(pounds)*

Arresting System

14

PIR

72/F/C/X/T

75,000

200,000

400,000

N/A

32

NPA

72/F/C/X/T

75,000

200,000

400,000

N/A

Commercial Air Carrier Restrictions
Operations at SkyWest, Horizon, and Allegiant airlines were reviewed to determine if there were any
restrictions on approach capabilities that should be considered for enhancements to the existing
approaches at MFR. SkyWest was able to provide significant insight into restrictions regarding the CRJ200, CRJ-700, and CRJ-900 aircraft requiring special consideration for Category D approach speeds and
an overarching preference to limit the maximum glidepath angle of any approach to 3.50 degrees.
With the exception of Horizon (and possibly SkyWest in the future), none of the air carriers surveyed were
currently equipped with avionics for, or training, LPV approaches. They asked that any primary
enhancements to the approaches focus on ILS CAT I, ILS CAT II, LOC, LNAV, and RNP-AR approach
types. Many carriers (except Horizon) are not equipped with Heads Up Displays (
) and therefore
would not benefit from SA CAT II operations. Some operators flying older variants of the Canadair Regional
Jet (CRJ) also reported that the vertical navigation component of a LNAV/VNAV line of minima was not
possible due to avionics limitations.
Several of the airlines for this assessment described company specified requirements for circling
maneuvers. Most operators do not train for IFR circling and therefore most airlines preferred to initiate one
of the existing approaches towards the runway, until a visual approach could be initiated.
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Because of the preference for visual approaches, over circling approaches, several airlines also expressed
a preference for FMS visual approach procedures, which are considered special approach procedures that
enable efficient approach paths during VFR conditions. These procedures do not typically provide any
procedural efficiencies that can be gained with these approaches and it is recommended to continue
supporting such approaches in the future.

Business and General Aviation Aircraft Restrictions
The operations at several business jet operators were reviewed regarding their current approach
capabilities for consideration at MFR including NetJets and other Part 91 business jet operators.
Restrictions for consideration were varied with a few predominant takeaways:
Only a handful of business jets and general aviation aircraft can fly ILS CAT II approaches.
Several operators were capable of SA CAT I and SA CAT II, but these were typically larger operations
with MSPECs or OPSPECs like NetJets.
Most operators had LPV capabilities, but RNP-AR was very uncommon.
Only NetJets was capable of FMS visual approach procedures.
Table C-11: Summary of Baseline Operator Capabilities Serving MFR
Equipment Type

Operators

CRJ-200/700

United Express
Alaska Airlines
(Horizon)
United/Allegiant Air

Q-400
A319/320

Aircraft
Category
CAT C/D
CAT C
CAT C/D

E175

Alaska Airlines
(Horizon)/United
Express/Delta
Connection

CAT C/D

EMB 120/B190

Ameriflight

Instrument Approach Capability
Conventional & LNAV, Limited RNP
Conventional, LPV, LNAV/VNAV,
RNP AR
Conventional, LNAV/VNAV, RNP-AR

Special Instrument
Approach Program
Yes
Yes
Yes

Conventional, LPV, LNAV/VNAV,
RNP-AR

Yes

CAT B/C

Conventional & LNAV

N/A
Possibly
Possibly

Business Jets

Various

CAT C/D

Conventional, LPV, LNAV/VNAV,
RNP AR*

GA Aircraft

Various

CAT A/B

Conventional, LPV, LNAV/VNAV

* RNP-AR technology has not been widely adopted in the Private Jet and GA Aircraft fleets as of the publication of this report.

EVALUATION OF EXISTING FLIGHT PROCEDURE
CAPABILITIES AT MFR
GOAL
The goal of the evaluation of current approach capabilities is to recreate the existing approaches at MFR
using the latest aeronautical and geospatial deconfliction information and examine the current published
minimums against any potential improvements, or conflicts, that may exist. By determining the best possible
combination of enhancements that can be made to the existing approaches, without fundamental changes
in the design of the approach, a baseline will be established that enables future changes in instrument
approaches, or new instrument approach procedures, to be measured against.
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METHODS
Evaluation and assessment of any potential enhancements to instrument approach procedures at MFR
begins with the establishment of a baseline of operational capabilities from existing instrument approaches
and current criteria. This baseline is then modified by potential enhancements in ground based NAVAIDs,
lighting, aeronautical data, or obstruction changes for a consistent comparison of benefits between the
existing minimums and resulting minimums following enhancements.
The baseline of instrument approach capabilities is established by recreating the existing approaches to
Runways 14 and 32 using the same technology available to the FAA, updated with the aeronautical,
NAVAID, and geospatial information gathered in the previous sections of this report.
Focus was given to the ILS or LOC Runway 14 and Performance Based Navigation (PBN) procedures to
identify limiting factors and possible improvement and enhancements that may be made.

OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES
Operators that currently serve MFR are supported by nine publicly available Instrument Approach
Procedures (IAPs), providing landing options from all cardinal directions. The procedures in publication at
MFR may be separated into two different types, conventional versus PBN, based on the type of NAVAID
and design criteria the procedures follow, per FAA TERPS (United States Standard for Terminal Instrument
Procedures).
Conventional NAVAIDs are instrument approaches based on ground installations, such as; NDB, VOR,
DME (Distance Measuring Equipment), as well as, ILS & LOC (Localizer) installations. PBN procedures
utilize satellite based Global Positioning System (GPS) signals to receivers on-board aircraft to determine
location relative to a specific procedure path.
It is important to note a few key aspects about PBN approaches. The first type of PBN procedures are
classified Area Navigation procedures (RNAV (GPS)) and are designed to take advantage of advanced
navigation technology. RNAV (GPS) enables aircraft to fly directly from point-to-point on any desired flight
path using space-based navigation aids supplemented by ground-based installations when applicable.
RNAV (GPS) procedures facilitate more efficient design of airspace and instrument flight procedures and
support both precision and non-precision approaches.
The greater variety of RNAV (GPS) approaches currently available at MFR is a testament to that fact. This
type of approach has been more readily adopted by general aviation and business class aircraft.
The second type of PBN procedures are Required Navigation Performance with Authorization Required
(RNAV (RNP) AR) approaches.
The implementation of RNAV
(RNP) procedures throughout the national airspace system (NAS) is a work in progress, but also facilitates
efficient airspace design and both precision and non-precision approaches. Air Carrier operators are more
often equipped with RNAV (RNP) capability and have limited RNAV (GPS) capability. High costs for the
required avionic installations have driven this split in the overall U.S. fleet, requiring larger airports, such as
MFR, to support both types. This dichotomy may improve over time, especially as the FAA implements
more PBN procedures into the NAS.
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Note on Obstacle Clearance and Instrument Procedure Design
The concept of required obstacle clearance (ROC) is the controlling factor in all phases of flight related to
instrument procedure design. Procedure design is accomplished via application of various polygons
These surfaces cannot be penetrated by terrain or obstacles. These segments overlay the desired flight
path and differ based upon the chosen navigation method, conventional versus PBN.
Appropriate obstacle clearance during the final approach segment (FAS) and the missed approach segment
However, obstacle clearance methods
used for instrument procedure design are not the same as those considered by Part 77 or other runway
design and runway safety areas defined by AC-150-5300-13A. The primary difference between the two
methods is that every obstacle considered by a flight procedure must account for its horizontal and vertical
accuracy. This can be visualized by considering a cylinder of uncertainty with a radius equal to the horizontal
uncertainty and a height equal to the surveyed (or published) height of the object and its vertical uncertainty.
The resulting cylinder is considered an obstruction which cannot penetrate the various instrument
procedure surfaces.
Figure C-5:

PART 77 vs TERPS Obstacle Accountability

This problem can be exacerbated when the obstacle being considered is not real but created out of a need
to introduce conservatism in areas where surveyed data does not exist. These obstacles, known as adverse
assumption obstacles (AAO) are blanket height values (sometimes as high as 200 feet) added to terrain.
Each AAO has its own accuracy cylinder applied to create obstructions that must be cleared which can
affect instrument procedures in ways which do not seem plain to those more accustomed to Part 77 or AC150 series analysis.
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All limiting obstacles assessed in this project, and in the following baseline and enhanced procedures
sections, are referenced by their center point using the cylindrical accuracy methods required by FAA
TERPS and PBN. Any point references in imagery were analyzed as a cylinder but depicted as a point to
avoid confusion.

DEPARTURE PROCEDURES ASESSMENT
BRUTE SEVEN Departure
The BRUTE SEVEN departure is a conventional navigation, Standard Instrument Departure (SID)
procedure for use on Runway 14 & 32. Aircraft that utilize this SID are expected to comply with standard
departure procedures by climbing on runway heading to 400 feet Height Above Runway (HAR) before
turning. Once the aircraft reaches the BRUTE fix, the aircraft will initiate a left or right turn on a DME 15
ARC from the OED VORTAC. From there the aircraft can fly in one of several different predefined transition
fixes to join the enroute environment or accept radar vectors from Seattle ARTCC (ZSE). The current
ceilings and visibility are standard. Departure from both runways requires a climb gradient of 460 feet per
nautical mile to 6,000 MSL.
The following information is a summary of the key aspects about the LINDZ NINE Departure from Runway
32
Navigation Method: Conventional
Navaids Used: OED VORTAC, MEF NDB

Reason for CG: Obstacle Driven
Ceiling/Visibility Required: Standard
ICA Obstacles: The Initial Climb Area ICA is a straight portion of the departure segment which allows
the aircraft to climb to a minimum height of above 400 AGL above the runway threshold before
turning. Penetrating obstacles in the extended Initial Climb Area ICA (to 3SM) dictate the ceiling and
visibility requirements to allow aircraft to see and avoid obstructions.
Low Close-In Obstacle Evaluation (2019 Survey):

-

RWY 14, Building 1,553 feet from DER, 885 feet left of centerline, 1,374 feet MSL
RWY 14, Sign 2,586 feet from DER, 911 feet right of centerline, 30 feet AGL/1,357 feet MSL
RWY 14, Tree 2.3 NM from DER, 2,944 feet left of centerline, 1,710 feet MSL
RWY 14, Terrain 0 feet from DER 500 feet left of centerline, 1,335 feet MSL
RWY 14, Building 1,588 feet from DER, 851 feet left of centerline, 40 feet AGL/1,385 ft MSL
RWY 14, Tower 2.1 NM from DER, 2,626 feet left of centerline, 121 feet AGL/1,711 feet MSL
RWY 32, Tree 3,112 feet from DER, 1,196 feet left of centerline, 1,375 feet MSL
RWY 32, Tower 1,311 feet from DER, 754 feet right of centerline, 35 feet AGL/1,326 ft MSL
RWY 32, Terrain 115 feet from DER, 500 feet right of centerline, 1,299 feet MSL
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Figure C-6:

Brute Seven DP Plan View

Impact Summary:
No significant obstacle or climb Gradient impacts.

EAGLE SIX Departure
The EAGLE SIX departure is a conventional navigation, Standard Instrument Departure procedure for
Runway 32 only. Aircraft that utilize the SID are expected to comply with standard departure procedures by
climbing on runway heading to 1,700 feet HAR before turning to a magnetic heading of 015. Once the
aircraft reaches 11,000 feet, or earlier if the aircraft is in radar contact, the pilot will receive vectors from
Seattle ARTCC. The
feet per NM to 6,300 feet. For ATC vectoring purposes, aircraft are required to maintain 11,000 feet
This procedure has a lost communications alternate departure route. If no radio contact is received upon
crossing the Rogue Valley VOR Radial 070, the aircraft is required to turn left direct to the VOR and hold.
Navigation Method: Conventional
Navaids Used: OED VORTAC
Current CG: 410

6,300

Reason for CG: Obstacle Driven
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Ceiling/Visibility Required: Standard
ICA Obstacles: The Initial Climb Area ICA is a straight portion of the departure segment which allows
the aircraft to climb to a minimum height of above 400 AGL above the runway threshold before
turning. Penetrating obstacles in the extended Initial Climb Area ICA (to 3SM) dictate the ceiling and
visibility requirements to allow aircraft to see and avoid obstructions.
Low Close-In Obstacle Evaluation (2019 Survey):

-

RWY 32, Tree 3,112 feet from DER, 1,196 feet left of centerline, 1,375 feet MSL
RWY 32, Tower 1,311 feet from DER, 754 feet right of centerline, 35 feet AGL/1,326 feet MSL
RWY 32, Terrain 115 feet from DER, 500 feet right of centerline, 1,299 ft MSL

Figure C-7:

Eagle Six DP Plan View

Impact Summary:
No significant obstacle or climb Gradient impacts.

GNATS SEVEN Departure
The GNATS SEVEN departure is a conventional navigation, Standard Instrument Departure procedure for
Runway 14/32. Aircraft departing on Runway 14 are expected to comply with standard departure
procedures by climbing on heading 350 to intercept bearing 272 from the MEF NDB to the GNATS
intersection. Aircraft departing Runway 32 are expected to climb on heading 323 to an altitude of 1,800 feet
then a climbing left turn on heading 250 to intercept bearing 272 from the MEF NDB to the GNATS
intersection. Once the aircraft reaches GNATS, the pilot will receive vectors from Seattle ARTCC.
The
feet per nautical
mile to 4,800 feet for Runway 14 and 400 feet per nautical mile to 6,000 for Runway 32. For ATC vectoring
purposes, aircraft are required to maintain 11,000 .
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Navigation Method: Conventional
Navaids Used: OED VORTAC, MEF NDB
Current CG:

-

RWY 14: 435
RWY 32: 400

Reason for CG: Obstacle Driven
Ceiling/Visibility Required: Standard
ICA Obstacles: The Initial Climb Area ICA is a straight portion of the departure segment which allows
the aircraft to climb to a minimum height of above 400 AGL above the runway threshold before
turning. Penetrating obstacles in the extended Initial Climb Area ICA (to 3SM) dictate the ceiling and
visibility requirements to allow aircraft to see and avoid obstructions.
Low Close-In Obstacle Evaluation:

-

RWY 14, Building 1,553 feet from DER, 885 feet left of centerline, 1,374 feet MSL
RWY 14, Sign 2,586 feet from DER, 911 feet right of centerline, 30 feet AGL/1,357 feet MSL
RWY 14, Tree 2.3 NM from DER, 2,944 feet left of centerline, 1,710 feet MSL
RWY 14, Terrain 0 feet from DER, 500 feet left of centerline, 1,335 feet MSL
RWY 14, Building 1,588 feet from DER, 851 feet left of centerline, 40 feet AGL/1,385 feet MSL
RWY 14, Tower 2.1 NM from DER, 2,626 feet left of centerline, 121 feet AGL/1,711 feet MSL
RWY 32, Tree 3,112 feet from DER, 1,196 feet left of centerline, 1,375 feet MSL
RWY 32, Tower 1,311 feet from DER, 754 feet right of centerline, 35 feet AGL/1,326 feet MSL
RWY 32, Terrain 115 feet from DER, 500 feet right of centerline, 1,299 feet MSL
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Figure C-8:

GNATS Seven DP Plan View

Impact Summary:
No significant obstacle or climb Gradient impacts.

JACKSON ONE Departure
The JACKSON ONE departure is a conventional navigation, Standard Instrument Departure procedure for
Runway 14 & 32. Aircraft that utilize the SID are expected to comply with standard departure procedures
by climbing on runway heading to an altitude of 1,800 feet HAR before turning to intercept a radial from the
OED VOR. Once the aircraft reaches the OED VOR, the pilot will receive vectors from Seattle ARTCC.
The standard departure minimu
climb gradient.
Navigation Method: Conventional
Navaids Used: OED VORTAC
Current CG:

-

RWY 32:

Reason for CG: Obstacle Driven
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Ceiling/Visibility Required: Standard
ICA Obstacles: The Initial Climb Area ICA is a straight portion of the departure segment which allows
the aircraft to climb to a minimum height of above 400 AGL above the runway threshold before
turning. Penetrating obstacles in the extended Initial Climb Area ICA (to 3SM) dictate the ceiling and
visibility requirements to allow aircraft to see and avoid obstructions.
Low Close-In Obstacles (2019 Survey):

-

RWY 14, Building 1,553 feet from DER, 885 feet left of centerline, 1,374 feet MSL
RWY 14, Building 2.3 NM from DER, 3,934 feet left of centerline, 1,736 feet MSL
RWY 14, Sign 2,586 feet from DER, 911 feet right of centerline, 30 feet AGL/1,357 feet MSL
RWY 14, Tree 2.3 NM from DER, 3,809 feet left of centerline, 1,729 feet MSL
RWY 14, Terrain 0 feet from DER, 500 feet left of centerline, 1,335 feet MSL
RWY 14, Building 1,588 feet from DER, 851 feet left of centerline, 40 feet AGL/1,385 feet MSL
RWY 32, Tree 3,112 feet from DER 1,196 feet left of centerline, 1,375 feet MSL
RWY 32, Tower 1,311 feet from DER, 754 feet right of centerline, 35 feet AGL/1,326 feet MSL
RWY 32, Terrain 115 feet from DER, 500 feet right of centerline, 1,299 feet MSL

Figure C-9:

Jackson One DP Plan View

Impact Summary:
No significant obstacle or climb Gradient impacts.

RUNWAY 14 APPROACHES
Conventional NAVAID approaches to Runway 14 at MFR include a Category I ILS providing lateral and
vertical guidance to the runway (precision approach), a LOC (Localizer only) approach providing only lateral
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guidance (non-precision approach), and a VOR DME non-precision approach. The ILS and LOC
procedures originate from the northwest, while the VOR DME makes use of a 15-mile DME arc to facilitate
traffic arriving from the southeast and southwest. Details of these procedures are available in Figure 5 and
summarized in Table 33 below.
PBN approaches to Runway 14 are served by both RNAV (GPS) and RNAV (RNP) approach types. The
RNAV (GPS) Y RWY 14 approach is oriented from the northwest and currently offers only LNAV (nonprecision) minima. As has been stated previously, the opportunity exists to upgrade this approach by adding
vertical guidance resulting in a precision IAP with LPV and LNAV/VNAV lines of minima. Additionally,
Runway 14 is served by RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 14 with 0.30 minima. This approach serves traffic arriving
from the southeast, northwest, and southwest. Details of these procedures are summarized in Table 33
below.
Table C-12: Runway 14 Instrument Approach Procedure list
Runway
Ident

Procedure

Navigation

Primary
NAVAID

Minimums

Secondary
NAVAID

Missed Approach
Climb Gradient

OED VOR

331 feet per
nautical mile to
4,
line of minima

,
1,503-1,800 RVR (200-1/2)
14

ILS

Conventional
All CATs w/ STD CG: 1,929-1 3/8
(626-1 3/8)
CAT A 4,
,680-2,400 RVR (377-1/2)

14

LOC

Conventional

14

Circling
from ILS

Conventional

14

VOR DME

Conventional

14

Circling
from VOR
DME

Conventional

14

RNAV
(GPS)

14

RNAV
(RNP)

PBN (GPS)

PBN (RNP)

CAT C 4,
,680-3,500 RVR (377-5/8)
CAT A: 2,080-1 (745-1)
CAT B: 2,080-1 1/4 (745-1 3/4)
CAT C: 2,080-2 1/2 (745-2 1/2)
CAT D: 2,340-3 (1,005-3)
CAT A-B: 2,680-6,000 RVR (13771 1/4)
CAT C-D: 2,680-2 1/2 (1,377-2 1/2)
CAT A: 2,680-1 1/4 (1,345-1 1/4)
CAT B: 2,680-1 1/2 (1,345-1 1/2)
CAT C-D: 2,680-3 (1,345-3)
,
2,600-4,000 RVR (1,297-3/4)
,
2,600-5,500 RVR (1,297-1)
CAT C4,
,600-3 (1,297-3)
,
1,665-4,000 RVR (362-3/4)
All CATs w/ STD CG: 2,131-2 1/2
(828-2 1/2)

I-MFR
LOC/DME

I-MFR
LOC/DME

OED VOR

331 feet per
nautical mile to
line of minima

I-MFR
LOC

OED VOR

Standard

OED VOR

N/A

Standard

OED VOR

N/A

Standard

N/A

334 feet per
nautical mile to
4,
line of minima

N/A

259 feet per
nautical mile to
8,
line of minima

Runway 14 VOR DME
The VOR DME RWY 14 approach at MFR is a public, conventional navigation, straight-in instrument flight
procedure to Runway 14 with circling available to Runway 32. This IAP is served by four Initial Approach
Fixes (IAFs); two of which lie on a 15 DME arc (OLECY to the southwest and LANKS to the southeast),
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one to the northwest (BROKN), and the final one at the OED VOR itself. The approach course is established
first on the 153° magnetic course inbound (333°R) to OED and then follows the 146° radial outbound from
the OED VOR to runway 14. As previously described, the Rogue Valley VOR is a high altitude/high volume
NAVAID combined with a Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN) to provide both directional guidance and DME
capabilities. Lacking vertical guidance to the runway, this non-precision approach begins at varying altitudes
not exceeding 6,800 feet and utilizes step-down fixes due to terrain in the intermediate segment, to
ultimately reach its MDA.

Key Factors in Current Design
The following are a list of key elements which define the current Runway 14 VOR/DME RWY 14 instrument
approach capabilities:
Type: Non-Precision Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range (VOR) with DME based
approaches up to CAT D approach speeds.
Best Minimums: S-14 2,680/1,377 & R60 (1-1/4 Visibility)
NAVAIDs Used: Rogue Valley (OED) VOR/DME.
Last Revised: AMDT #5A

25SEP08

Flight Inspection: Satisfactory check with no comments.
Design Notes:

-

The VOR DME approach requires a standard climb gradient.
VGSI and glidepath/decent angles not coincident.
New circling minima have not been applied in accordance with TERPs change 21 (increase in
mins due to larger area).
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Figure C-10: VOR/DME RWY 14 (current)

Impact Summary
The minimums calculated were a similar match to those identified by the FAA ensuring that no further
alterations are necessary to ensure that future modeling of the
assessment capabilities. It should be noted that at the time this report was being written, the FAA was
considering permanently cancelling this approach from the MFR inventory due to low utilization. Since
Runway 14 is served by existing straight-in ILS and RNAV approaches, the impact to operations would be
minor, if any at all.

Runway 14 ILS or LOC
The ILS and LOC RWY 14 approaches are public, conventional navigation, straight-in instrument flight
procedures to Runway 14 with circling available to Runway 32. The IAF begins at SAMIE which is 18.3
nautical miles from the runway. The approach course follows the I-MFR Localizer to provide course
guidance along the extended centerline of the runway and utilizes an associated DME installation to
determine distance from the runway. These NAVAIDs constitute the non-precision LOC RWY 14 IAP. A
glideslope facility paired to the LOC provides a constant vertical descent along a 3.00° path to the
Touchdown Zone (with a 58 feet TCH). The inclusion of the glideslope NAVAID, with the LOC NAVAID,
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constitutes the current CAT I ILS RWY 14 precision approach at MFR. The approach begins at an altitude
of 7,000 feet and because of the surrounding terrain to the northwest, utilizes several step-down fixes in
the intermediate segment to ultimately reach the DA (ILS) or MDA (LOC & Circling).

Key Factors in Current Design
The following are a list of key elements which define the current Runway 14 ILS or LOC instrument
approach capabilities:
Type: Conventional Precision ILS, Non-Precision LOC with DME, and Very High Frequency
Omnidirectional Range with DME based approaches up to CAT D approach speeds.
Best Minimums: Precision: 1,503 AMSL (200 HAT) & RVR 1,800
NAVAIDs Used: Medford Localizer, Glideslope, & DME (I-MFR), OED VOR/DME.
Last Revised: AMDT #3

28FEB19

Flight Inspection: Satisfactory check with no comments.
Design Notes:

-

For the ILS and LOC, the missed approach requires a climb gradient of 331 feet per nautical mile
to 4,100. If the aircraft is not capable of meeting the climb gradient, the HAT increases by 426
feet for the ILS and 400 feet for the LOC lines of minima, respectively. The VOR DME approach
requires a standard climb gradient.

-

For the ILS and LOC, circling not authorized to the northeast of RWY 14/32 for CAT C & D aircraft.

-

Approach & Runway Lighting Available:

VGSI and glidepath/decent angles not coincident.
New circling minima were applied in accordance with TERPs change 21 (increase in mins due to
larger area).
MALSR | HIRL | CL | TDZ | PAPI | RVR
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Figure C-11: ILS/LOC RWY 14 (Current)

ILS Summary of Impacts:
The existing ILS or LOC RWY 14 was evaluated using the latest 2019 AGIS Survey data. The procedure
contains five lines of minima covering precision and non-precision navigation methods. For the ILS and
LOC lines of minima no new obstacles were introduced that affect the Initial through Final approach course
utilizing the existing stepdown fixes or along the 3.0-degree final approach glideslope angle.
For the ILS & LOC line of minima that utilize the standard climb gradient of 200 feet per nautical mile, a 60
to 230-foot increase in the Minimum Descent Altitude and Decision Altitudes were observed. However, this
variance was based on the placement of the fictious AAO. The AAO obstacle is a 200 feet obstacle that is
placed at the most adverse terrain feature to account for any unreported manmade structures at or below
200 feet in height. The FAA has the discretion to modify the AAO calculation or retain the existing placement
and therefore the corresponding MDA/DA value. In correlation to the increased descent altitudes, the
visibility requirements for the standard climb gradient lines of minima also increased. The visibility values
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increase or decrease depending on how high the aircraft is above the landing threshold. For aircraft capable
of maintaining a 264 feet per nautical mile climb gradient in the missed approach to 3,400 feet, standard
ILS and LOC minima would apply. This climb gradient value is considered shallow and most aircraft should
be able to take advantage of the lower minima.
Table C-13: ILS/LOC RW14 Approach Weather Minimums
Line of Minima
S-ILS 14 (# CG)
S-ILS 14 (NO CG)
S-LOC 14 (# CG)

Existing DA/HAT
CAT A-D: 1,503/200
CAT A-D: 1,929/626
CAT A-D: 1,680/377

S-LOC 14 (NO CG)

CAT A-D: 2,080/777

Circling

CAT A-C: 2,080/745
CAT D: ,2340/1,005

Impact Table

Existing Visibility
R18 / (1/2 SM)
1 SM
CAT A-B: R24
CAT C-D: R35
CAT A: R24 (1/2SM)
CAT B: R40 (3/4SM)
CAT C-D: 1-3/4 SM

New MDA/DA/HAT
CAT A-D: 1,503/200
CAT A-D: 2,159/856*
CAT A-D: 1,680/377

CAT A: 1 SM
CAT B: 1-1/4 SM
CAT C: 2-1/2 SM
CAT D: 3 SM

CAT A-C: 2,080/745
CAT D: 2,360/1025*

CAT A-D: 2,140/837*

New Visibility
R18 / (1/2 SM)
2 SM*
CAT A-B: R24
CAT C-D: R40
CAT A: R24 (1/2 SM)*
CAT B: R40 (3/4 SM)*
CAT C-D: 1-7/8 SM*
CAT A: 1 SM
CAT B: 1-1/4 SM
CAT C: 2-1/2 SM
CAT D: 3 SM

*Note: Differences in the location of the AAOs resulted in slightly higher DA, MDA & Circling MDA elevations for the newly assessed
procedures for lines of minima without a climb gradient. This increase may not be reflected if old AAO locations and terrain values are
utilized in future revisions.

Figure C-12: ILS or LOC RWY 14 TERPS Design Surfaces
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Runway 14 RNAV Y (GPS)
The RNAV (GPS) Y RWY 14 approach is a public, PBN, straight-in instrument flight procedure to Runway
14 with circling available to Runway 32. This IAP currently only supports the publication of non-precision
LNAV and circling lines of minima. The final approach segment for this IAP has a 3° vertical decent angle
(VDA) from the Final Approach Fix (FAF) to the Missed Approach Point (MAP) at JUROD. A Visual Decent
Point (VDP) is published 3 NM prior to JUROD ensuring the 20:1 visual area (OIS) is clear of any obstacle
penetrations (likewise night straight-in and circling operations are not prohibited on this approach). This
procedure mirrors the underlying ILS RWY 14 utilizing the same IAF of SAMIE at 7,000 feet, multiple stepdown fixes in the intermediate segment for terrain avoidance, and a 58 feet threshold crossing height. As
will be discussed in the next section, because a preexisting precision approach exists for this runway, the
addition of Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) information would provide vertical guidance to
properly equipped aircraft creating a precision IAP with LPV and LNAV/VNAV minima. A higher than
standard minimum climb gradient is required on the Missed Approach Procedure by category C and D
aircraft in order to achieve the lowest Minimum Decent Altitude of 2,600 feet.

Key Factors in Current Design
The following are a list of key elements which define the current Runway 14 RNAV (GPS) Y instrument
approach capabilities:
Type: Non-Precision RNAV (GPS) based approaches up to CAT D approach speeds.
Best Minimums: Precision: 2,600 feet MSL, 1,297 feet HAT & 3 SM Visibility
NAVAIDs Used: GPS
Last Revised: AMDT #2A

28FEB19

Flight Inspection: Satisfactory check with no comments.
Design Notes:

-

For the RNAV (GPS), Category C and D aircraft require a missed approach climb gradient of 334
feet per nautical mile to 4,800. If the aircraft are not capable of meeting the climb gradient, the
MDA increases by 720 and 860 feet respectively. For the RNAV (RNP), the missed approach
requires a climb gradient of 259 feet per nautical mile to 8,300 feet for all categories. If unable,
the DA increases by 466 feet

-

Does not support circling minima.
VGSI and glidepath/decent angles not coincident.
Approach & Runway Lighting Available:
MALSR | HIRL | CL | TDZ | PAPI | RVR
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Figure C-13: RNAV (GPS) Y RWY 14 Approach Plate

RNAV (GPS) Y RWY 14 Summary of Impacts:
Due to expansion of the AGIS obstacle survey area, the obstacle that determined the MDA for the procedure
was a terrain point on the bluff to the North of the runway. An AAO with a height of 200 feet was added to
this terrain point due to uncertainty caused by the lack of a survey. With the new AGIS survey now covering
this area, the AAO could be removed and the new controlling obstacle is now a tree at an elevation of
2,175.22 feet This provides an opportunity to lower the MDA to 2,460 feet
approach lights, this would provide a visibility of ¾ to 3 miles depending on the aircraft approach category.
However, an increase to the climb gradient would be required of 354 feet per nautical mile to 4,680 feet.

Runway 14 RNAV (RNP) Z
The RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 14 approach is a public, PBN, straight-in instrument flight procedure to Runway
14. As an RNP approach type, the use of this approach requires special authorization (RNP-AR) via an
OpSpec, MSpec, or LOA. This IAP currently only supports the publication of precision RNP 0.30 minima,
which is an area of possible improvement as discussed below.
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The final approach segment for this IAP has a 3° vertical decent angle from the Final Approach Point to the
Missed Approach Point at RW14. Four IAFs transition arriving aircraft into the terminal area and onto the
approach. The PAPLE and TA
northwest, and LANKS from the southeast.
traffic onto the intermediate segments of the approach. For traffic originating at PAPLE, TALEM, or LANKS,
the intermediate segment includes curved radius-to-fix (RF) legs to avoid terrain and align traffic with the
Final Approach Course (FAC). A higher than standard minimum climb gradient is required on the Missed
Approach Procedure in order to achieve the lowest Decision Altitude of 1,665 feet.

Key Factors in Current Design
The following are a list of key elements which define the current Runway 14 RNAV (RNP) Z instrument
approach capabilities:
Type: PBN Precision RNAV (RNP) and Non-Precision RNAV (GPS) based approaches up to CAT D
approach speeds.
Best Minimums: RNP 0.30 w/CG: 1,665 MSL (362 HAT) & RVR 4,000
NAVAIDs Used: GPS
Last Revised: ORIG-A

30JUN11, RNAV (RNP) original issue.

Flight Inspection: Satisfactory check with no comments.
Design Notes:

-

Requires a missed approach climb gradient of 259 feet per nautical mile to 8,300. If the aircraft
are not capable of meeting the climb gradient, the MDA increases by 466 feet respectively for all
categories.

-

Does not support circling minima.
VGSI and glidepath/decent angles not coincident.
Cold temperature altitude correction required below -5° C.
Approach & Runway Lighting Available:
MALSR | HIRL | CL | TDZ | PAPI | RVR
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Figure C-14: RNAV Z RWY 14 (current)

RNAV (RNP) Z RWY 14 Impact Assessment:
Assessments were made of the possible final approach and missed approach impacts to the ceiling and
visibility requirements as a result of the new AGIS obstacle survey. It was determined that the RNAV (RNP)
Z was negatively impacted by new obstacles penetrating the obstacle protection surfaces. No penetrations
and/or impacts to the Vertically Guided Surface (VGS) or 20:1, or 34:1 Visual Surface were noted. In
addition to the standard RNP 0.30 line of minima, RNP 0.10 and 0.15 lines of minima were assessed to
determine if their addition would be beneficial. A detailed breakdown of the resulting ceiling and visibility
minima and obstacles causing the penetrations are noted in the tables below.
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Table C-14: Table 14: RNAV (GPS) Z RWY 14 Approach Impact Table
Line of Minima
RNP 0.10
RNP 0.15
RNP 0.30 (NO CG)
RNP 0.30 (w/ 259
feet per nautical mile
CG 8,

Existing DA/HAT
N/A
N/A
2,131 / 828
1,665 / 362

Existing Visibility
N/A
N/A
2-1/2
3/4

New DA/HAT
2,014 / 711
2,014 / 711
2,040 / 737
1,671 / 368 (253 feet
per nautical mile CG)

New Visibility
1- 5/8 SM *
1 5/8 SM*
1 - 5/8 SM*
RVR 40 (3/4 SM)

*Note: The above visibility values require the use of Approach Lighting System (ALS). If the ALS is out of service visibility would
increase two miles.

Table C-15: RNAV (RNP) Z RNP 0.10 Final Segment Controlling Obstacle
Segment Description
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Glide Path Angle Required
to Clear Penetration

RNP-AR Final 0.10
Tree
1,374.63 Feet
284 Feet
42 23 34.76N
122 53 15.01W
63.96 Feet
4.62°

OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

Table C-16: RNAV (RNP) Z RNP 0.15 Final Segment Controlling Obstacle
Segment Description
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Glide Path Angle Required
to Clear Penetration

RNP-AR Final 0.15
Tree
1,374.63 Feet
309 Feet
42 23 44.19N
122 53 23.29W
33.95 Feet
5.44°

OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

Table C-17: RNAV (RNP) Z RNP 0.30 Final Segment Controlling Obstacle
Segment Description
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Glide Path Angle Required
to Clear Penetration

RNP-AR Final 0.15
Tree
1,384.90 Feet
368 Feet
42 23 58.51N
122 52 49.74W
65.58 Feet
8.02°
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OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

Table C-18: RNAV (RNP) Z Missed Approach Segment
Segment Description
RNP Missed Half Width
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required (STD CG)
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Climb Gradient/Term Alt
REQ to Clear Penetration

Segment Description
RNP Missed Half Width
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required (STD CG)
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Climb Gradient/Term Alt
REQ to Clear Penetration

Segment Description
RNP Missed Half Width
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required (STD CG)
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Climb Gradient/Term Alt
REQ to Clear Penetration

RNP-AR
Missed
0.30
Standard 1.0
Tree
4,908.41 Feet
737 Feet
42 10 13.40N
122 33 24.02W

OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

773 feet per nautical
mile to 3,

RNP-AR
Missed
0.15
Standard 1.0
Terrain
6,085.96 Feet
614 Feet
42 09 08.00N
122 26 14.00
65.58 Feet
424 feet per nautical
mile to 3,

RNP-AR
Missed
0.10
Standard 1.0
Terrain
6085.96 Feet
692 Feet (or *CG)
42 09 08.00N
122 26 14.00
882 feet per nautical
mile to 3,
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OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

Conclusions: The new AGIS survey helped improve ceiling and visibility minimums to the RNAV (RNP)
Z RWY 14 approach procedure. The inclusion of RNP 0.10 & 0.15 lines of minima did not provide a
beneficial increase due to excessive penetrations in the missed approach segment. The addition of a
missed approach climb gradient combined with a HAT adjustment could result in a beneficial increase in
minimums.

RUNWAY 32 APPROACH ASSESSMENT
Runway 32 at MFR is currently served by only one straight-in instrument approach procedure, the RNAV
(RNP) 32. As mentioned previously in the Runway 14 analysis, this is a PBN type precision approach with
RNP-AR catering largely to air carrier operations. Because of the significant terrain issues to the southeast
of MFR, this approach makes extensive use of curved RF legs available to RNP type approaches. This
approach has feeder routes that begin to the north, southeast, and southwest.
There are however, four additional conventional NAVAID approaches that primarily serve Runway 32 as
well. All four are non-precision approaches in that they only provide lateral, and no vertical, guidance to the
runway. LOC DME (BACK CRS) B, RNAV (GPS) D, and VOR DME C each provide FAC alignment
with Runway 32, while the fourth, VOR A, provides FAC alignment with Runway 14. Collectively these
requires an underlying decent angle from the FAF that exceeds allowable limits for straight-in approach
criteria. As will be discussed later, this situation represents a significant area for IAP improvement at MFR.
Specifically, the development of an RNAV (GPS) RWY 32 procedure with enhanced guidance (LP, LPV,
LNAV/VNAV, or any combination thereof) would be a significant upgrade for this runway.
Table C-19: Runway 32 and Circling Approach Procedure Inventory
Runway
Ident

32

32

Procedure
Circling LOC DME - B
(Back CRS)
Circling - VOR A (FAC aligns w/
Rwy 14)

Navigation

Conventional

Conventional

32

Circling
VOR DME - C

Conventional

32

Circling
RNAV (GPS) - D

PBN (GPS)

32

RNAV (RNP)

PBN (RNP)

Minimums
CAT A: 3,540/1 ¼ (2,205- 1 1/4)
CAT B: 3,540-1 ½ (2,205-1 1/2)
CAT C-D: 3,540-3 (2,205-3)
CAT A: 2,680/1 ¼ (1,345-1 1/4)
CAT B: 2,680-1 ½ (1,345-1 1/2)
CAT C-D: 2,680-3 (1,345-3)
CAT A: 3,600/1 ¼ (2,265-1 1/4)
CAT B: 3,600-1 ½ (2,265-1 1/2)
CAT C-D: 3,600-3 (2,265-3)
CAT A: 3,600/1 ¼ (2,265-1 1/4)
CAT B: 3,600-1 ½ (2,265-1 1/2)
CAT C-D: 3,600-3 (2,265-3)
RNP 0.15 all CATs: 1,609/1 (274-1)
RNP 0.30 all CATs: 1,661/1 (326-1)

Primary
NAVAID

Secondary
NAVAID

Missed
Approach
Climb
Gradient

I-MFR

OED VOR

Standard

OED
VOR

N/A

Standard

OED
VOR

N/A

Standard

N/A

Standard

N/A

Standard

Runway 32 RNAV (RNP)
The RNAV (RNP) RWY 32 approach is a public, PBN, straight-in instrument flight procedure to Runway 32.
As an RNP approach type, the use of this approach requires special authorization via an OpSpec, MSpec,
or LOA and is typically utilized by Part 121 air carrier operators.
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This IAP currently supports the publication of precision RNP 0.30 and 0.15 lines of minima. The FAS for
this IAP has a 3.00° VDA from the Final Approach Point to the MAP at RW32 with a Threshold Crossing
Height of 50 feet. Four IAFs transition arriving aircraft into the terminal area and onto the approach. The
t traffic inbound form the southwest, SAMIE from the northwest, and
ACLOB from the southeast. Each of these IAFs have unique RNP values and speed restrictions as they
segue traffic onto the intermediate segments of the approach.
Due to limiting terrain in the terminal area to the south, all the initial and intermediate legs of this approach
make extensive use of curved RF legs to align traffic with the FAC. Additionally, this procedure incorporates
a step-down fix (SDF) after the Intermediate Fix (IF) FILPU which is located 11.0 NM from the Runway 32
threshold. An SDF permits certain obstructions to be omitted from consideration following a 7:1 slope
occurring near the SDF. A standard minimum climb gradient is required on the Missed Approach Procedure
achieving a 1,609-foot DA and a 1,661-foot DA for the RNP 0.15 and RNP 0.30 minima respectively.

Key Factors in Current Design
The following are a list of key elements which define the current Runway 32 RNAV (RNP) instrument
approach capabilities:
Type: RNAV (RNP) based approach up to CAT D approach speeds.
Best Minimums: RNP 0.15: 1,609 Feet MSL, 274 Feet HAT & 1 SM Visibility
NAVAIDs Used: None (RNAV)
Last Revised: RNAV (RNP) original issue

30JUN11.

Flight Inspection: Satisfactory check with no comments.
Design Notes:

-

AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED.

-

Approach & Runway Lighting Available:

Circling minima N/A.
VGSI and glidepath/decent angles not coincident.
Cold temperature altitude correction required below -5° C.
For uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems, procedure not authorized below -8° C or above 45° C.
The FAA is not currently utilizing any waivers to criteria needed.
Precipitous Terrain Adjustments were applied due to terrain northeast and southeast of the
approach.
REIL | HIRL | CL | PAPI
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Figure C-15: RNAV (RNP) RWY 32 Chart

RNAV (RNP) RWY 32 Obstacle Survey Impact Assessment:
Possible final approach and missed approach impacts to the ceiling and visibility requirements as a result
of the new AGIS obstacle survey were assessed. Based on the latest obstacle survey data it is expected
the minimums will be raised due to tree growth in the Final and Missed Approach segments. No penetrations
and/or impacts to the VGS or 20:1, or 34:1 OIS were noted.
Table C-20: Approach Weather Minimums
Line of Minima
RNP 0.15
RNP 0.30 (NO CG)

Existing DA/HAT
1,609 / 274
1,661 / 326

Impact Table

Existing Visibility
1 SM
1 SM

New DA/HAT
1,736 / 401
1,803/ 468

New Visibility
1 1/8 SM*
1 3/8 SM*

*Note: Differences in the location of the AAO resulted in slightly higher DA, MDA & Circling MDA elevations for the newly assessed
procedures for lines of minima without a climb gradient. This increase may not be reflected if old AAO locations and terrain values are
utilized in future revisions.
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Table C-21: RNP 0.15 Controlling Obstacle
Segment Description
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Glide Path Angle Required
to Clear Penetration

RNP-AR Final 0.15
Tree
1,466.40 Feet
354 Feet
42 21 03.14N
122 51 17.21W
9.99 Feet
5.35°

OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

Table C-22: RNP 0.30 Minima Controlling Obstacle
Segment Description
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Glide Path Angle Required
to Clear Penetration

RNP-AR Final 0.30
Pole
1,471.46 Feet
418 Feet
42 20 57.93N
122 50 50.42W
10.04 Feet
4.43°

OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

Table C-23: Missed Approach Controlling Obstacles
Segment Description
RNP Missed Half Width
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation
HAT Required
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Climb Gradient/Term Alt
REQ to Clear Penetration

Segment Description
RNP Missed Half Width
Obstacle Type
Obstacle Elevation

RNP-AR Missed 0.15
Standard 1.0
Tree
1,466.40 Feet
400 Feet
42 21 03.14N
122 51 17.21W

OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

233 feet per nautical mile to

RNP-AR Missed 0.30
Standard 1.0
Pole
1470.97 Feet
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OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

HAT Required
Latitude
Longitude
OCS Surface Penetration
Climb Gradient/Term Alt
REQ to Clear Penetration

468 Feet
42 20 55.86N
122 50 50.35W
None
None

Circling Approaches: LOC DME (Back CRS)
A, VOR DME - C

B, RNAV (GPS)

D, VOR

LOC/DME BC-B
The Localizer DME Back Course B is a public, conventional NAVAID, instrument approach procedure
utilizing a unique feature of the Localizer installation for Runway 14. The Localizer creates a beam that
aircraft use for lateral guidance inbound on the ILS/LOC 14, but it also generates a beam in the opposite
direction that aircraft can use for non-precision lateral guidance to Runway 32. DME information is also
available to determine distances along the approach course. The FAF is located at HOXOR, 9.0 NM from
WISEP and JEXAM.
used on the intermediate leg from the IF ASHIE to the FAF at HOXOR. In spite of this design technique,
the approach has a VDA of 5.98° degrees with a threshold crossing height of 45 feet, thus necessitating
the circling only minima. The procedure is in the 7th amendment cycle updated on 18NOV10.

RNAV (GPS)-D
The RNAV (GPS) D approach is a public, PBN instrument flight procedure providing non-precision FAC
alignment with Runway 32. The FAF is located at GOLLD, 10.0 nautical miles from the runway threshold
and feeder fixes at CONLI and CEGAN route traffic to the BRKET IAF, while the Ft. Jones VOR feeds traffic
to the ROMAE IAF.
not only on the intermediate leg from BRKET, but also on the final leg at HURLO. Regardless, the approach
has a VDA of 6.90° degrees with a threshold crossing height of 55 feet, thus necessitating the circling only
minima. The procedure is currently on amendment 1A dated 18NOV10 and is essentially an overlay of the
older VOR DME - C. As will be discussed in greater detail in Section 8 of this report, multiple areas of
improvement are possible in the design of this approach. Use of an offset FAC, along with the addition of
WAAS information, would provide enhanced lateral and vertical guidance to properly equipped aircraft
thereby creating a precision IAP with LP, and/or LNAV/VNAV minima. This would be of particular benefit to
corporate/business jet operators and make an ideal complement to the existing RNAV (RNP) 32 approach.
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VOR-A
VOR A approach is a public, conventional NAVAID, instrument flight procedure. As mentioned previously,
the VOR A largely replicates the VOR DME RWY 14 approach already detailed above. The lateral track
on the FAS is identical to the VOR DME RWY 14 with the exception being that without DME support, the
VOR A lacks the step down fix just prior to the FAF and therefore crosses OED 1,000 feet higher, resulting
in a VDA that exceeds straight-in approach criteria. This approach is on amendment cycle 4 dated
08JUN06.

VOR/DME-C
The VOR DME
C provides non-precision lateral guidance with FAC alignment to Runway 32. This
approach closely mimics the RNAV (GPS) D with the feeder fixes at CONLI and CEGAN now serving as
Ft. Jones VOR and ROMAE serve the same purposes in both
approaches.
and final legs to mitigate terrain protrusions into the ROC surfaces. The minimums are also the same as
RNAV (GPS) D, resulting in a VDA that prohibits straight-in minima. This procedure is currently on
amendment 3A dated 25SEP08. It should be noted that at the time this report was in development, the FAA
was considering permanently cancelling this approach from the MFR inventory due to low utilization.

Impact Summary
The minimums calculated for each of these approaches were a similar match to those identified by the FAA
ensuring that no further alterations are necessary to ensure that future modeling of the approach

SUMMARY OF BASELINE APPROACH ASSESSMENTS
The reproduction of instrument approaches using Global Procedure Designer (GPD) tools, geospatial
deconfliction results, and the latest aeronautical information lead to high levels of agreement between the
This means that the baseline
instrument approaches created by for this report can be used as an effective starting point to measure
potential improvements resulting from enhancements to NAVAID, lighting, obstacle, and procedure
designs. Several immediate concepts for augmenting the existing instrument approaches were identified
for exploration in the following section.
As an added benefit, the digital formats of the instrument procedure OCS and OEA can be made available
to MFR for use with recommendations related to expanding potential obstacle protection areas, or for
consideration with future environmental assessments not considered by this analysis.
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APPROACH PROCEDURE ENHANCEMENTS TO
IMPROVE AIRPORT ACCESS
GOAL
The instrument approach procedures addressed in the baseline assessment were analyzed to determine if
any improvements or enhancements could be made to the existing NAVAIDs, lighting, obstructions, runway,
and approach procedure designs which would improve the current approach minimums to either Runway
14 or 32. The goal for this assessment is to determine which alternatives that MFR could consider for
enhancing the current safety and efficiency of operations.

METHOD FOR DETERMINING ENHANCEMENTS TO CONSIDER
The original concepts considered for enhancing instrument procedures at the MFR are driven by an interest
in improvements related to the Master Plan Update that supports on-field NAVAIDs, approach lighting
systems, and runway lighting. Each of these physical improvements were initially considered as
modifications to the baseline approaches analyzed in Chapter 7.
The analysis considered potential modifications of the existing approach procedure designs and/or
obstruction enhancements that could be made to utilize potential physical improvements. This included
potential enhancements discovered through geospatial deconfliction and other non-optimal aspects of
existing approach design revealed in the baseline assessment.

CONTENTS
The following subsections discuss the analysis that was performed for each potential procedure
enhancement. Approach procedure enhancements which were analyzed, but did not yield any
improvements, are listed at the beginning of each approach section. Approach procedure enhancements
which were found to have significant benefits to MFR or were of interest following onsite discussions with
MFR Management, are described in further detail.
Approach procedure enhancements described in detail in this document are each summarized by a table
of enhancements that were considered, their benefit to the approach, and the potential timeline necessary
to implement the enhancement. No cost or environmental impact estimation was conducted in this analysis,
but it is the intention of providing these tables to assist future teams engaged in these subjects to add their
additional columns and input into these tables for cost/benefit considerations.

RUNWAY 14 APPROACH CONCEPTS
Runway 14 ILS
Considerable time was spent analyzing both the physical and procedural enhancements that could improve
the existing Runway 14 ILS approach minimums. However, since the current minimums of 200 feet HAT
and 1,800 RVR represent the lowest available to a standard CAT I ILS installation, the analysis focused on
the possibilities of upgrading this facility to an SA CAT I, standard CAT II, and/or SA CAT II ILS.
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Runway 14 SA ILS CAT I
The ability to add a Special Authorization to the ILS CAT I is possible with only minor changes to the current
airport status. The special authorization would permit crew served operators with a HUD and approval
(OpSpec, MSpec, or LOA) to conduct SA ILS CAT I operations, while the ATCT is in operation, to minimums
as low as 150 feet HAT 1,400 RVR.

Runway 14 ILS CAT II
The implementation of a standard CAT II IAP would reduce the amount of time MFR is closed when visibility
minimums are below the current 1,800 RVR. However, a standard CAT II system would require operation
of the ATCT and substantial infrastructure upgrades to achieve minimums as low as 100 feet HAT and
1,200 RVR.
Figure C-16: FAA Enhanced Low Visibility Operations - RVR Minima Depiction

Runway 14 ILS CAT II TERPS Assessment
A CAT II Approach at MFR would provide a significant reduction in visibility requirements for commercial
airline aircraft operating at MFR. Since MFR already has runway centerline and TDZ lighting the only
additional lighting upgrade would be the conversion to an ALSF-2 approach lighting system along with
associated power and monitoring upgrades.
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Procedure specifics:
Minimums: Decision Altitude: 1,403 MSL (100
,200 RVR
ILS CAT II Missed Obstacle Analysis:
A TERPS obstacle review of the Initial through final approach segment was conducted. Utilizing the same
waypoints and altitude limitations as the existing RWY 14 ILS CAT I procedure, no obstacles required
AO at the most limiting terrain feature within each segment.
Figure C-17: ILS CAT II RWY 14 TERPS Surfaces

A review of the missed approach surface identified that three obstacles are causing a penetration. The first
obstacle is the Glideslope Antenna for the Runway 14 ILS equipment (Area 1/B). The second obstacle is
classified as a pole, but most likely part of the RVR sensor (Area 1/B). The penetration is 4.51 feet. The
third obstacle is the ATC Control Tower (Area 1/B). This is a 1.52 ft penetration. These obstacles qualify as
and therefore can be excluded from the clearance surface calculation.
The missed approach procedure currently requires a climbing right turn commenced at JILOC (I-MFR D1.6)
to intercept the OED VORTAC Radial 160 inbound. The aircraft then climbs in the hold to an altitude of
6,600 feet.
During the right turn to intercept the OED Radial 160 the procedure design area encounters terrain during
the missed approach segment of flight. This terrain is located 5.7 nautical miles west of the MFR airport.
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This results in a climb gradient of 304 feet per nautical mile to 3,800 ft MSL. This is based on the placement
of a 200-foot AAO on the highest terrain point resulting in a fictious elevation of 3,300 ft MSL.
Visual Surface Penetrations: An analysis of the 34:1 and 20:1 OIS was conducted. Based on the latest
obstacle data, no penetrations were detected.
Vertically Guided Surface (VGS): No penetrations detected.
Final Approach Surface Controlling obstacle: A 1,292-foot building approximately 1,079 feet prior to the
Runway 14 threshold is the closest to penetrating the obstacle clearance surface. This manmade structure
clears the OCS by 24.3 feet. As part of the assessment, the twin bluffs ~ 6.2 nautical miles northwest of the
airfield were surveyed. Neither the terrain nor any manmade structures currently penetrate the OCS.
Figure C-18: ILS CAT II Missed Approach Surfaces
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Figure C-19: MFR Runway 14 ILS CAT II Conceptual Approach Plate
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Physical Enhancements to Support a Runway 14 CAT II ILS Approach
The following are the primary items that would have to be in existence to establish a full CAT II ILS
approach:
Upgrading the current ILS designation from I/A to II/D/2
Replacing the existing MALSR with an ALSF-2
Remote monitoring of the runway and approach light systems with 1 second transfer to stand-by
power
Addition of midfield and touchdown RVR sensors with 1 second power transfer (to achieve RVR
minimums below 1,600 feet)
LOC and GS installations must have dual transmitter and monitoring systems
Backup power source to provide an uninterrupted power supply
A far field monitor for the LOC

ILS Design Notes
In addition to the enhancements on the airfield any issues related to radio altimeter usage may have to be
addressed which could lead to the need to utilize a middle or inner marker installation (only in extreme
situations). With decreased minimums comes the need to evaluate further lateral protection areas along
the runway which may currently be penetrated today by aircraft tail heights or uncontrolled aircraft
movement areas.

Summary of Enhancements to Runway 14 ILS CAT II
There are a significant number of physical improvements necessary to achieve the CAT II minimums, this
is coupled with the concept that many operators which currently hold an ILS CAT II authorization would
potentially be better served by an SA CAT I approach (without the need for physical airfield modifications).
This means that enhancements to achieve a CAT II ILS should only be made in situations where operators
do not have a heads-up display, but do have flight directors coupled with an autoland system.
SA CAT II operations at MFR may; however, be a consideration for Runway 14. As mentioned above, SA
operations largely put the burden on operators and their aircraft rather than MFR. For SA CAT II, properly
authorized operators equipped with autoland or HUD guidance can achieve a 100-foot HAT and 1,600 RVR
with very little change to MFR
beyond upgrading the ILS installation from I/A to II/D/2
and having personnel monitor the runway lights and ILS equipment. With the simple addition of midfield
and rollout RVR sensors by MFR, this minimum could be further reduced to 1,200 RVR.

RUNWAY 14 RNAV (GPS) CONCEPT WITH VERTICAL GUIDANCE
As previously discussed in Chapter 7, the existence of the precision ILS to Runway 14 opens the possibility
of improvements to the existing RNAV (GPS) Y and RNAV (RNP) Z non-precision procedures to this
runway. These two PBN approach procedure types capture the vast majority of commercial air carrier
(RNP) and corporate/general aviation (GPS) aircraft, thereby providing benefit to the entire operational
spectrum at MFR.
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From the standpoint of the MFR, enhancement of these two approaches provide three additional
efficiencies:
Firstly, by utilizing space based PBN technology rather than conventional ground-based approaches,
s and the procedures
that rely on them.
Secondly, because of the underlying ILS, obstacle survey considerations and controlling obstacle
mitigations have already been addressed.
Lastly, again because of the preexisting ILS, all the necessary precision approach and runway
lighting, precision runway markings, and airport infrastructure are already in place. In other words,
these procedure enhancements represent the proverbial low hanging fruit.
Currently the RNAV (GPS) Y 14 only has an LNAV line of minima to an MDA of 2,600 feet. The
enhancement of lateral guidance and the incorporation of vertical guidance would produce the following
benefits:
LNAV/VNAV minima would incorporate vertical guidance and tighten the ROC surfaces and
current minimums for both ceilings and
visibility.
Further enhancement of the vertical guidance by the inclusion of W functionality would create LPV
precision approach minimums as low as those achieved by the current ILS (200 feet HAT and 1,800
RVR).
Again, these enhancements do not require any improvements to MFR
This approach would
serve as an excellent back-up to the ILS for runway 14 and position MFR for future FAA initiatives for PBN
based approaches versus conventional NAVAID approaches.
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Figure C-20: RNAV (GPS) RWY 14 with Vertical Guidance Lines of Minima
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Runway 14 RNAV (RNP) Z Approach Procedure
The RNAV (RNP) Z approach currently only supports minima down to an RNP value of 0.30 with a DA of
1,665 feet.
or 0.10 with a climb gradient
required would have the following effects:
RNP 0.15 and 0.10 minima would further constrain the ROC surfaces and thereby reduce the
necessary DA and visibility minimums.
National Airspace System, thereby positioning MFR at the leading edge of this approach technology.
Again because of the negligible cost implications to MFR, the potential design improvements of RNP and/or
RNP-AR approach procedures can be
ten-year outlook.

Summary of Recommended Enhancements to Runway 14
Following the detailed analysis of possible enhancements to instrument approach procedures serving
Runway 14, it is recommended that MFR consider the following changes to approach procedures:
Upgrading the existing CAT I ILS procedure to support SA CAT I, SA CAT II, and possibly even
standard CAT II operations.
Request addition of LPV and/or LNAV/VNAV minima to the existing RNAV (GPS) Y approach
procedure.
Develop additional 0.10 or 0.15 RNP minima for the existing RNAV (RNP) Z approach procedure.

RUNWAY 32
The overall challenge of enhancements to Runway 32 approach procedures is the ability to design well
aligned approaches to the runway in order to safely descend over terrain southeast of MFR. Because of
the prohibitive costs of creating an ILS from scr
IAPs), the existing RNAV (RNP) approach to 32 addresses these terrain issues with the extensive use of
RF legs, scalable RNP legs, and SDFs on the final approach segment. This approach facilitates air carriers
with RNP-AR technology and approvals; however, this leaves corporate and general aviation users poorly
served to this runway.
The only other current PBN alternative for these stakeholders is the RNAV (GPS)
D non-precision
approach. As was discussed in great detail in Section 7, this approach does not provide vertical guidance
and requires a decent angle from the FAF that prohibits straight-in criteria and results in Circling Minimum
Decent Altitudes (CMDAs) of 3,600 feet. Therefore, to supplement the existing circling and RNP
procedures, the development of two RNAV (GPS) straight in approach procedures to Runway 32 was
investigated. By utilizing an offset FAC and WAAS technology, it is possible to provide enhanced lateral
and vertical guidance with LP and LNAV/VNAV minima.
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RNAV (GPS) 32

LNAV/LP Minima Concept

This non-precision approach procedure concept provides lateral guidance to Runway 32 without any further
improvements to MFR
The procedure features two IAFs (ZUNAS and CNYON) to
the south and one feeder fix (LANKS) that collects traffic from the north. Several mitigations were used to
reduce the impact of the mountainous terrain to the southeast.
Specifically, a 30-degree intercept was used on the intermediate leg segment between CNYON and the
FAF TALNT along with three step-down fixes. Furthermore, the FAS between CNYON and the missed
approach point utilizes a 10-degree offset with three additional SDFs and includes a published VDP
ensuring the 20:1 OCS is clear of all obstacle penetrations. This also ensures the approach can be circled
to from Runway 14 and will be available for nighttime use. The FAS provides a 3.50° vertical decent angle
with a 50-foot threshold crossing height, both of which support category D aircraft.
Lastly, this approach is designed to support both LNAV minima (1,880-foot MDA and 1 5/8 SM visibility) as
well as LP minima (1,800-foot MDA and 1 3/8 SM visibility) all while retaining the preferred standard climb
gradient on the missed approach segment ending in a hold around CUTTR. This clearly represents a vast
improvement over the 3,600 feet CMDA in use now.
The procedure concept may require additional obstacle surveying and/or reduced precipitous terrain values
in the intermediate segment to support the connection of the flat surface intermediate segment to the
beginning of the sloping final approach segment.
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Figure C-21: RNAV (GPS) RWY 32 Lateral Only - Conceptual Chart
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RNAV (GPS) 32

LNAV/VNAV Minima

A second RNAV (GPS) approach concept was designed to provide vertical, as well as lateral, guidance to
Runway 32 again enhancing operations to this runway without the need for costly physical improvements
to MFR
The procedure also collects traffic at two IAFs (ZUNAS and ASHLN) to the south
and another IAF at CEGAN for traffic arriving from the north and east. Multiple mitigations strategies were
employed in response to the challenges posed by the mountainous terrain to the southeast.
In this instance, in order to provide a vertically guided constant descent on the FAS, only one step down
fix is utilized on the intermediate approach segment between the IF at ASHLN and the FAF at ROGUE.
Design criteria for vertical guidance limits the intercept angle between the Intermediate Approach Segment
and the FAS to only 15 degrees, which is a shallower entry than the 30-degree offset required by the
LP/LNAV variant; however, this requires the FAC to be offset 14 degrees from the runway extended
centerline. No SDFs are needed or allowed on the final approach segment while the vertical guidance
ensures the 20:1 OCS is clear for nighttime and circling use from Runway 14. The FAS provides a 3.50°
vertical decent path with a 50-foot TCH, again supporting category D aircraft operations.
This approach features LNAV/VNAV minima with a 1,793-foot DA and 1 3/8 SM visibility requirements for
category A, B, and C, aircraft and a 1,798-foot DA and 1 3/8 SM visibility for category D aircraft, again while
retaining the standard missed approach CG of 200 feet per nautical mile. The vertical guidance and lower
Runway 32.
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Figure C-22: RNAV (GPS) RWY 32 Concept utilizing an LNAV/VNAV Line of Minima
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*Note: Use of an LNAV/VNAV line of minima requires capable avionics. Some older CRJ models (such as
the Bombardier CRJ 200/700) do not have the capability to fly LNAV/VNAV approaches and therefore would
be restricted to ILS, LOC, or RNAV (GPS) w/ LNAV only lines of minima.

RNAV (GPS) 32

Standard LPV Assessment

A standard LPV procedure using basic RNAV-1 legs for Runway 32 was assessed for MFR, but due to high
terrain to the south of the airfield, it was determined not feasible. An attempt to extend the sloping LPV final
segment to clear terrain caused excessive decent angles and/or high ceiling and visibility values. Attempts
to connect the sloping final segment to a flat sloped intermediate segment also resulted in excessive
descent angles and the inability to build the procedure utilizing standard FAA design criteria.

RNAV (GPS) 32

RNP to LPV Hybrid Procedure

To overcome the limitations of conventional and basic RNAV design standards, the use of new PBN
methods were introduced in the next procedure evaluation. This procedure method utilized an RNP
intermediate segment to connect to a RNAV (GPS) final utilizing an LPV line of minima. The LPV portion
provides precision-like guidance similar to an ILS, but instead using WAAS to provide precise guidance to
the runway surface in low visibility conditions. The LPV final segment has a narrower Obstacle
Accountability Area (OAA) which provides superior obstacle avoidance as compared to a standard RNPAR 0.30 final segment.
Figure C-23: Profile view of RNP to LPV Concept

The FAA has recently published criteria (Order 8260.58B) allowing for the joining of an ILS, Ground Based
Landing Systems (GLS) and LPV final segment to an RNP initial and intermediate segment. Based on
feedback from business jet and regional airline operators, RNP capabilities utilizing a design half width of
0.40nm was possible in the intermediate and initial segments. RNP Values less the 0.30 in the final segment
was not possible due to aircraft software and certification limitations.
With these limitations in mind, procedure design testing of the feasibility of connecting an RNP 0.30
Intermediate segment to a WAAS vertically guided final approach segment began. The key element for the
design was to ensure that both the intermediate and final segments avoided the high terrain points to the
south of the runway extending towards Ashland. To do this, the LPV portion of the procedure had to be
extended high enough to meet the RNP intermediate segment. A curved path RF turn was used to connect
the RNP intermediate segment to the final segment allowing for seamless connection to the LPV glidepath.
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The missed approach segment was built utilizing standard RNAV criteria starting at the LPV DA as it allowed
for slightly better obstacle clearance than what RNP 1.0 provided. The testing indicated that a DA/HAT of
200 feet and a standard climb gradient of 200 feet per nautical mile provided the best combination.

RNP to LPV Hybrid Assessment Summary:
A standard RNAV (GPS) solution with LPV line of minima is not feasible at MFR due to excessive terrain
penetrations in the initial and intermediate approach segments. For aircraft operators with adequate
performance to handle the missed approach climb gradient and capability to fly RNP 0.30 in the initial and
intermediate segments the hybrid solution is feasible. The missed approach can be designed using
standard design criteria or utilize RNP-1 and RF legs. The procedure provides ceiling and visibility values
similar to a CAT I ILS of 1,535 feet MSL (200 feet HAT) and ¾ SM Visibility (RVR 4,000).
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Figure C-24: RNAV (GPS) Concept with RNP connecting to an LPV line of Minima
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RNAV Visual Overview
RNAV Visual approaches were introduced by the FAA primarily to increase arrival rates. This is
accomplished by combining predictable flight paths with the benefits of visual approaches which
significantly reduce controller workload. An additional benefit of RNAV Visuals is that these approaches are
designed to reduce the number of unstablized descents by being more predictable to the pilot, thus
improving energy management. The first approaches of this type were published in the USA (Atlanta- KATL,
Las Vegas- KLAS, Boston- KBOS, etc.), but others have been implemented in various regions of the world.
An RNAV Visual Approach is a PBN procedure comprised of a lateral flight path requiring GPS, followed
by a visual track to landing. Per the FAA, RNAV Visual approaches are paired with a Vertical Glide Slope
Indicator (VGSI) system, either comprised of a Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) or Vertical
Approach Slope Indicator (VASI). The only published minimums are the ceiling and visibility that are
required to fly the approach (there is no MDA, DA or DH) and obstacle clearance is to be maintained visually
by the flight crew. Lastly, the missed approach procedure is not charted and will be assigned with the
approach clearance by ATCT.
Given the numerous and varied precision and non-precision approaches to Runway 14 (either current or
proposed), the natural candidate for a RNAV Visual approach at MFR, would be Runway 32. The current
infrastructure to this runway already includes the necessary PAPI installation, thereby relieving MFR from
additional facility improvements. As such, the feasibility of an RNAV Visual to Runway 32 was assessed.
Two options for an RNAV Visual procedure exist at MFR. The procedure concept tested enters from the
southeast over the Ashland Airport. This procedure navigates over high terrain and would require visibility
minimums
5 SM visibility. The second procedure follows a downwind pattern entry
from the north with similar ceiling and visibility requirements. The downwind entry requires shorter final
approach rollout distances as opposed to the Ashland entry.

Summary of Recommended Enhancements to Runway 32
Based on the extensive assessments considered for various approaches to Runway 32, it is recommended
that MFR consider making two additions to instrument approaches serving this runway:
Augment the existing RNAV (RNP) and RNAV (GPS) D approaches with a straight in RNAV (GPS)
approach with either LP/LNAV or LNAV/VNAV minima.
Support development of a Hybrid RNAV (GPS) procedure with RNP to LPV capabilities which is
capable of being utilized by advanced GA, business jet, and airline fleets providing minimums similar
to an ILS CAT I.
Consider the installation of an approach lighting system as a safety enhancement for future PBN
approaches to Runway 32.
The creation of new public RNAV (GPS) approach procedures would be handled by providing a detailed
proof of concept package to the FAA describing the design features of each approach procedure. This
proof-of-concept package would be submitted through the FAA Instrument Flight Procedure Gateway for
consideration by the Regional Airspace Procedures Team. If approved the procedures will be reviewed by
an FAA TERPS specialist leading to additional planning and implementation review with MFR.
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